A schematic of the Polyhedral Specular Reflector with corresponding subcell bandgaps. Cells are placed around a solid parallelepiped structure and light is reflected through the structure until it is absorbed. 
Ultrahigh Efficiency Spectrum-Splitting Multijunction Photovoltaic Cells and Receivers
While there has been significant development in solar cell efficiency, ultra-high module efficiencies (>50%) have yet to be obtained [1] . One promising approach is through minimizing losses due to carrier thermalization and lack of absorption inherent in any module based on single junction designs. Multijunction cells address this issue by using multiple bandgaps to match the broadband nature of the solar spectrum, [2] - [4] . However, conventional multijunction solar cells employ monolithic epitaxial fabrication that imposes constraint on materials lattice parameter and the current matching requirement between series-connected subcells. One approach to overcoming these obstacles is to use an external optical component that splits and distributes the solar spectrum to an array of high efficiency subcells that are optically and/or electrically independent. Thus, a large number of subcells can be utilized without the challenges of traditional tandem cells. We propose one of these "spectrum splitting" designs, evaluate possible optical losses, and optimize the design for ultra-high efficiencies.
Here we discuss the development of a spectrum-splitting design employing specular reflection. Previously researchers have attempted spectrum-splitting designs by arranging subcells in a noncoplanar fashion and utilizing specular reflection either through filters or the subcells themselves [5] . One design, the polyhedral specular reflector (PSR), arranges the subcells around a parallelepiped as shown in Figure  1 [6, 7] . Incident light is directed onto each subcell from highest to lowest bandgap following a specular optical path within the structure.
Previous modules designed based on this concept have included up to four subcells and achieved 34% efficiency in unconcentrated sunlight [7] . Our design expands upon the previous work by including seven subcells, as shown in Figure 1 , with bandgaps chosen to be optimally matched to the solar spectrum. These bandgaps were optimized through detailed balance calculations modified to account for non-ideal WD1.1 (Invited) 8:30 AM -9:00 AM 978-1-4577-1504-4/14/$26.00 ©2014 IEEE cell behavior such as non-radiative recombination and incomplete carrier collection [8] . The optimal ensemble was slightly adjusted so that all band gaps could be fabricated from alloys that are lattice matched to GaAs or InP. This final set of seven subcells has an overall detailed balance efficiency of 44.84% under AM1.5D at one sun and assuming realistic subcell properties (90% absorption, 3% ERE). Thus optical concentration is also needed to exceed 50% efficiency. While concentration is required to exceed 50% system efficiency, concentration increases the angular distribution of light entering the parallelepiped and causes light to stray off of the specular beam path in Figure 1 and efficiency is reduced when cells with band gap lower than the target cell absorb the photons. Overall system design entails a tradeoff between optical concentration-related efficiency gains and scattering losses associated with propagation of non-parallel beams along the optical path.
We have developed a spectrum splitting photovoltaic receiver concept designed to achieve greater than 50% efficiency under AM1.5D conditions. Although incorporating concentration in this design decreases the optical efficiency by increasing the angular spread of the input photons, causing some to be misallocated, we have shown that moderate concentration (90-170 suns) with a high index parallelepiped yields high optical efficiencies and >50% submodule efficiencies with realistic subcell performances. We have also shown the necessity for filters in this design to prevent parasitic absorptions of lower energy light within each subcell and proposed an initial filter design. Future work will focus on developing filters for all subcells and incorporating these into ray tracing and detailed balance calculations.
High Efficiency Photoelectrochemical Water-Splitting Devices
We also discuss here the design of high-efficiency tandem junction photoelectrochemical watersplitting devices. Our approach exploits i) the high radiative efficiencies achievable in low-cost direct bandgap semiconductor structures fabricated by epitaxial liftoff and ii) protection of III-V semiconductor surfaces with respect to photoelectrochemical corrosion during device operation. Recent advances in tandem III-V device structures and conductive oxide thin film schemes for surface corrosion protection have opened the path for the realization of high efficiency photoelectrochemical devices.
